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All healthy relationships work the same way,
from brief interactions to marriage 

❏ bad behavior (dishonesty, rudeness, aggression...)

❏ communicating & negotiating

❏ differences (viewpoints, ideas, preferences...)

❏ sharing space, responsibilities & decisions

In relationships, these are challenging: 

❏ tolerance  & patience for each other

Yet there is a core challenge that's hard to see:

Staying separate while connecting

drive to be independent

drive to connect

Humans have 2 drives



we want to be separate

we want to connect

 2 drives

be myself

be with another

It's hard to stay separate while connecting

be a separate me

be a unified we 

It's hard to stay separate while connecting

attune to myself

attune to another

It's hard to stay separate while connecting



Staying separate

while connecting

A helpful metaphor is two houses on a street

Staying separate

while connecting

We each live in our house and we connect in the middle

Staying separate=  I stay on my side of the street. 
I think, feel, speak, and act for me.

I leave the other 
person to do the same.

❏ my meaning of life
❏ my work 
❏ my health
❏ my respect & love for myself
❏ my fun & joy
❏ my emotions & mood
❏ my beliefs & values 
❏ my habits & behavior 

                         

I have a lot to care for in my separate life



Happiness is an inside job

❏ my meaning of life
❏ my work 
❏ my health
❏ my respect & love for myself
❏ my fun & joy
❏ my emotions & mood
❏ my beliefs & values 
❏ my habits & behavior 

                         

Which of these need fulfilling in your separate life?

We must be responsible for self on our side of the street

  
 ❏ I'm responsible for my life fulfillment "list."

❏ I'm responsible for what I feel, think, say, and do.

Taking responsibility for self is hard because:

  
 ❏   We don't learn that we can be in charge of ourselves.

❏   It takes awareness & practice to be in charge
  of what we think, feel, say, and do. 

       



 Acting

 - full brain function

 - broad focus on possibilities

 - connect mode

  Reacting

     - loss of brain function

     - narrow focus

     -  self defense mode

We have two mind states

       
        Reacting

      - diminished thinking

      - narrow focus

      - self-defense mode

We spend to much time 
in this state.

This state is best for 
reacting quickly 

as in emergencies.

    

   reacting!

You're 
always 

late!

   reacting!

You're 
always a 

jerk! 

 
Acting

 - full brain function!

 - broad focus on possibilities!

 - connect mode

Reacting

- less brain function

- narrow focus  

- self-defense mode

Take responsibility for me, my mind stateWe are responsible for our mindstate.



On my side of the street, I'm responsible for my mindstate and 
what I  I think, feel, speak, and do

I leave the other person 
responsible for himself

It's not cold or unloving. 
 It's not "I'm over here and  I don't care about you. 

It's simply separate and 
responsible for self.

I interact with myself 
as I interact with the other person

I'd like to take a break.
How about you?

I'm responsible for what I say and do in the relationship.
I'm responsible for my contribution ( positive and negative).



Relationship is like a shared picnic.
We each put something in.  

 

  yelling, nagging, 
blaming, ignoring...

       
 encouragement, help, 

humor,  support

Don't blame the other person for what you put in;
that's on you. 

 

  yelling, nagging, 
blaming, ignoring...

       
 encouragement, help, 

humor,  support

I contribute I'm 100% responsible for what I contribute



Negative Contributions

 

                                                

                      
                      
                      
      
     

 
    

                

 

         
  

     

❏ unreasonable or fantasy expectations

❏ lack of time & attention

❏ dishonesty

❏ disdain (arrogant, better-than-you stance)

❏ infidelity

❏ bad mood & bad  manners

❏ Focus on what is already good & invite to more
       

         
            

 

 
    

                

              Negative Communications

 

                                                

                      
                      
                      
      
     

 

         
  

     

❏ demands ( you need to, have to, should)

❏ yelling, aggressive tone & gestures, threats

❏ criticism, names, sarcasm,  negative judgments 

         
            

 

❏ blame, remind of past failure, predict future failure

❏ mind-reading (you think...you feel...)

❏  focus on problem vs. solution 

Positive Contributions

 

                                                

                      
                      
                      
      
     

 
    

                

 

         
  

     

❏ helping & encouragement

❏ time & attention

❏ humor & fun

❏ forgiveness & gratitude

❏ focus on problem-solving

❏ kind voice & good manners

❏ Focus on what is already good & invite to more
       

         
            

 

Positive Communications

 

                                                

                      
                      
                      
      
     

 
    

                

 

         
  

     

❏ Observing & attuning: You seem upset.  

❏ Asking: Are you upset?  Would you like to go with me?

❏ Requesting:  I'd really enjoy you coming. Please come.

❏ Proposing  What if we stay for half the time?

❏ Expressing your side of the street

When you don't come, I feel unloved.  I also want more fun for us.

❏ Focus on what is already good & invite to more
       

         
            

 



 
    

                

Steps for Healthy Communication

 

                                                

                      
                      
                      
      
     

 

         
  

     

1. Connect to the person, not the problem

2. Express your side of the street  I don't feel heard.   I see it this way 

3. Ask what it's like on their side of the street

4. Propose a solution or make a request

5. Negotiate 

           Always monitor your mind state: stay receptive!  

 

❏ Focus on what is already good & invite to more
       

         
            

 

1. Connect to the person, not the problem

Hello, Jim. 

2. Share your side of the street

I'm have an idea 
and I'd like you 

to hear it. 

 Share your side of the street

I feel...
I think...
I'd like to...
I don't like...
I see it this way...



3. Ask their experience.

What's it like for you?
What do you think?

4. Propose 

How about...
One idea is...
What would work for me is...

5. Negotiate

We can do both.
This is really important for me
I'll do it this time, you do it next


